Dr. Eli G. Jones was an Eclectic physician who published his most famous book in 1911. He believed that cancer is significantly more prevalent among persons who have been inoculated. He maintained that vaccine serums sometimes become active and produce signs of local and/or systemic infection. He also recommended antidoting vaccines using a homeopathic remedy, Thuja 30x. Homeopaths with whom I have discussed this almost always underscore that the research of C. M. F. von Boenninghausen, first published in 1849. Some only support the use of Thuja for smallpox epidemics and vaccines, and others regard it as the remedy of choice for diseases of a sycotic nature. Not being myself a homeopath, I am a little reluctant to interpret miasms, but they are condition characterized by suppression and are chronic rather than acute. The word sycosis comes from the Greek for “fig” and these conditions are sometimes characterized by warty growths and excess fluid production.

Homeopathic practitioners refer to a vaccinal taint, a disease causing a morbid state attributed to vaccination. This, according to them, is cured by Thuja, a remedy proved by Dr. Hahnemann himself.

According to J. H. Clarke’s Dictionary of Materia Medica, Dr. Hahnemann regarded Thuja as a cure for vaccinosis. Thuja is made from the *Arbor Vitae* tree (The Tree of Life). The following is a quote from page 1420 of Volume 3 of the Third Edition of the *Materia Medica*:

“Boenninghausen found Thuja both preventative and curative in an epidemic of Smallpox. It aborted the process and prevented pitting. These facts open up another great branch of Thuja’s homeopathicity — its anti-vaccinal action. On this subject no one has written more forcibly or lucidly than Burnett (Vaccinosis and Its Cure by Thuja) ‘Arbor Vitae: nomen omen’ says Burnett on his title page. And in his hands Thuja has indeed proved a tree of life to numberless sufferers from the vaccinal taint. By Vaccinosis Burnett means the disease known as Vaccinia, the result of vaccination, plus ‘that profound and often long lasting morbid constitutional state engendered by the vaccine virus’. To this state Thuja is Homeopathic, and therefore curative and preventive of it.”
Algonquin Drops

To address this vaccinal taint, Dr. Jones often administered “cancer drops” to his patients. The drops contained baptisia (wild indigo), phytolacca (poke root), and *Thuja occidentalis*. Baptisia is anti-infective. Poke is a major decongestant for the lymphatic system; and Thuja was, as noted, used to antidote the negative effects of vaccines. Jones recommended that patients take five drops every three (waking) hours. This was used in addition to homeopathic remedies, but the drops are standard herbal tinctures, not homeopathic.

This formula has been renamed Algonquin Drops in honor of the Native Americans who were exposed to smallpox and used thuja to fumigate their dwellings and apparel to protect them from this dreaded disease. Its use by Eclectic physicians was clearly modeled on Algonquin practices.

Some modern studies indicate that patients do not fight off cancer if there is infection in the body. Moreover, as much as 80% of the tumor mass may be infectious material rather than malignancy. When we reflect on the fact that pathology reports generally refer to the presence of “some” atypical or abnormal cells, we quickly realize that the bulk of the “swelling” is something other than “atypical cells.”

Some people with compromised immunity appear to be healthy because they do not have a history of fevers. However, this can be a sign that the body has not been waging an adequate response to viruses and bacteria. In short, exposure — and infection — could have occurred and the absence of symptoms is not proof that infection did not result from the exposure. Rather, it is possible that no immune response took place in response to the exposure. While there are many factors that possibly affect the immune system. Vaccination is but one such factor, but it was becoming an increasingly common practice at the time Dr. Jones was practicing medicine and working with cancer patients. Since not all patients had been vaccinated, he was able to observe differences between those who were vaccinated and those who were not. Today, finding people who were never vaccinated for anything would be quite a challenge.

Aside from the concern with vaccine morbidity, this formula has several other actions that can be understood by reference to the herbs contained in the formula.
Baptisia, wild indigo, is an important immune stimulant with particularly strong effects on the upper part of the body, including the nipples.

Baptisia is one of my favorite herbs. I named one of my formulas after this plant even though the formula contains many other herbs. Baptisia is a Native American herb and probably conjures up memories from my past lives as a Cherokee medicine maker. It is dramatically antiseptic, so much so that extremely painful and swollen tonsils exhibit far less acute symptoms after one substantial dose with baptisia.

Since I personally subscribe to the idea that many people with cancer developed the disease years after a failed immune response to infection, this herb is important to use with infections, particularly those impacting the lymphatic system in such a way as to cause swelling. I especially like using this herb for people suffering the complications of infections involving either dental issues or the tonsils and share the opinion of so many others that unresolved root canals and seriously compromised tonsils contribute to cancer in some patients.

Phytolacca

Poke root is extensively discussed in the appendix of my book. The leaves of this beautiful nuisance plant are part of the cover illustration my book. It is another Native American plant. Its botanical name is *Phytolacca americana*. It is the cornerstone of many of remedies developed by Dr. Jones and is the primary herb in Dr. Christopher’s drawing salve, German Kermesberro. It is the only herb that is in all three of the elixirs produced by Sacred Medicine Sanctuary: Seneca Elixir, Sundance Elixir, and Phytolacca Syrup.

It is an important herb but deteriorates very rapidly with storage so is contraindicated for use unless fresh. When used correctly, it was often maintained that poke cuts recovery time in half, probably because it works very effectively on the glandular system. Research suggests that phytolacca is a potent immune enhancer that stimulates macrophage activity.
Since it is also a metabolic stimulant that promotes deeper assimilation of nutrients, Dr. Jones used it extensively with elderly patients and others whose appetites were poor.

Most herbalists feel that poke is the strongest alterative, blood purifier, in the herbal pharmacopoeia. It is high in potash and can be used in extreme cases of toxemia.

In breast cancers in which tissue is hard and discolored, phytolacca is the herb of choice. Many women have made poultices out of the fresh root to treat their own breast cancer. Though this often works, it can be painful! We do make the Phytolacca Ointment described by Dr. Jones.

**Thuja**

Thuja is another Jones favorite. He used it in homeopathic potencies as well as in this formula to antidote the effects of vaccines. He also injected a tincture directly into tumors of the vagina, cervix, and rectum, obviously operating under the premise that these tumors are somehow related to inoculations. These procedures are outlined in my book, but when they were used, they were accompanied by internal use of a product such as this one.

Thuja is an evergreen native to North America. Eclectic physicians, following the wisdom of their peers in the Native American medical community, used thuja extensively for uterine cancer. Thuja is antiviral so the assumption was obviously that this condition is brought about by or aggravated by infection.
Dr. Eli Jones is still widely regarded as one of the most successful cancer doctors in history. Countless homeopaths and herbalists are still studying his work, this in places as distant one from another as Australia, India, Europe, and the United States. However, his major book has now celebrated the 100-year anniversary since its publication. During this time, many more people have received various immunizations, most of them laced with preservatives such as squalene and Thimerosal. In short, the situation is more serious today than it was a century ago.

On top of this, we now know with absolute certainty that some polio vaccines, the Sabin and Salk vaccines from 1955-61 and up through 1980 in certain countries, were contaminated with Simian virus 40, an infection known to cause lymphoma in laboratory animals. It was so named because it was the fortieth virus isolated from the kidneys of rhesus monkeys on which the polio virus was grown.

Dr. Michele Carbone isolated SV40 in bone cancers and mesothelioma. Dr. Fernanda Martini, discovered SV40 in a variety other tumors: in 83% of choriod plexus papillomas, in 73% of ependymomas, in 47% of astrocytomas, in 50% of glioblastomas, and in 14% of meningiomas. It was also found in 23% of blood samples and 45% of sperm fluids. It is present in 61% of all new cancers, including among patients who never received the contaminated polio vaccines.

According to the National Institutes of Health, high levels of SV40 were identified in polio vaccines in Washington, Oregon, Wyoming, Utah, Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Washington DC, Maryland, Delaware, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Vermont and New Hampshire. Low levels of SV40 were found in California, Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Texas, Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota, Missouri, Louisiana, Georgia, Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio, and West Virginia. Polio vaccines in the other states showed no SV40 present.

Because the virus can be passed from person to person, the affected population is no longer limited to those who were vaccinated. Rather, as the cancer figures indicate, it is being found in newly diagnosed cases that include those who were not vaccinated.

We are therefore well advised to take whatever measures possible to antidote or at least lower the risks of vaccine-induced morbidity.
Infection Between Humans

One of the most scandalous features of the live polio vaccine was that it was developed in a manner that caused it to shed, meaning that contact between individuals would result in “immunization” of those who did not receive the vaccine. In actuality, this also means that SV40 could and would transfer to innocents. As noted, it can be found in sperm as well as blood. This then takes us full circle to what Dr. Jones was suggesting in his treatment of uterine-cervix cancer with thuja. Sadly, this is a type of cancer that can be sexually transmitted. In fact, its incidence correlates with the frequency and variety of sexual partners, suggesting that constant irritation and exposure increase the risk of infection.

There are times when I allow myself considerable editorial privilege. Forty years of work with people who have cancer has convinced me that there are a number of factors that contribute to the risk of developing cancer. In short, I do not believe that cancer has any one specific cause nor is there one treatment that is right for everyone. However, having been a victim of vaccines starting at age three, my conclusion is that injecting morbid substances into otherwise healthy individuals is dangerous. I have personally suffered lifelong effects of my first smallpox vaccine as well as a variety of complications from other vaccines. I understand the fear of contagious diseases that swept the Planet during the centuries
of Plague and other epidemics. I have also spent a number of years looking at the data and studying the history of vaccination. I am convinced that in this case, the end does not justify the means and that the best defense against illness is a healthy lifestyle and a superbly functioning immune system.

Also, given my understanding of the interrelatedness of all life, I cannot condone medicine that causes suffering to other creatures. The methods used to produce vaccines are abhorrent; and the vaccines themselves are offensive to my concept of personal hygiene. Dead or inactivated pus is as revolting as a purulent wound so whatever the scientific arguments, I am offended by the substances and their manner of production.

In sum, I believe that thuja as an ingredient in Algonquin Drops as well as in homeopathic potencies is a useful remedy for those who, like myself, might be suffering from vaccines that were supposed to be pure.

---

**Immune Suppression**

Many cancer patients have few signs of infection beyond vague malaise. Some consider themselves to be generally healthy, but if an infection is present but the patient is asymptomatic, it could mean that the patient’s body is not responding to the presence of an alien organism. The immune system could be compromised or the disease has become chronic. The inability to address the initial infection, the acute stage, almost invariably means that the infection could become chronic and perhaps also systemic. This means that even if a tumor appears that is positive for some viral contaminant, the lump itself should probably be treated systemically as well as locally since the virus would have had ample opportunity to domicile itself wherever. Algonquin Drops is, of course, intended for internal use whereas the various phytolacca ointments used by Dr. Jones are for topical use on lump itself.

In modern times, echinacea has been one of the most touted immune enhancing herbs; however, Dr. Jones was of the opinion that echinacea is not the herb of choice for those suffering from cancer. Rather, they should rely more heavily on wild indigo, *Baptisia tintoria*. One hundred years later, it is probably safe to say that countless herbs have significant anti-viral properties, including andrographis, astragalus, Baikal skullcap, eleuthro root, lomatium, and Madagascar periwinkle, to name just a few. I have been re-creating and formulating herbs to help people with cancer. One of the earliest of my efforts was Indigo Drops. It was developed primarily for infections that have resulted in lymphatic congestion. It is decongesting and detoxifying and works well in conjunction with my lymphatic teas.
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